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Abstract—The sensitivity of millimeter wave (mmWave) signals
to blockages is a fundamental challenge for mobile mmWave
communication systems. The sudden blockage of the line-of-sight
(LOS) link between the base station and the mobile user normally
leads to disconnecting the communication session, which highly
impacts the system reliability. Further, reconnecting the user to
another LOS base station incurs high beam training overhead
and critical latency problems. In this paper, we leverage machine
learning tools and propose a novel solution for these reliability
and latency challenges in mmWave MIMO systems. In the
developed solution, the base stations learn how to predict that a
certain link will experience blockage in the next few time frames
using their past observations of adopted beamforming vectors.
This allows the serving base station to proactively hand-over the
user to another base station with a highly probable LOS link.
Simulation results show that the developed deep learning based
strategy successfully predicts blockage/hand-off in close to 95% of
the times. This reduces the probability of communication session
disconnection, which ensures high reliability and low latency in
mobile mmWave systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reliability and latency are two main challenges for millime-
ter wave (mmWave) wireless systems [1]–[3]: (i) The high
sensitivity of mmWave signal propagation to blockages and
the large signal-to-noise ratio gap between LOS and non-LOS
links greatly affect the link reliability, and (ii) the frequent
search for new base stations (BSs) after link disconnections
causes critical latency overhead [4]. This paper leverages
machine learning tools to efficiently address these challenges
in mobile mmWave systems.
The coordination among multiple BSs to serve the mobile
user has been the main approach for enhancing the reliability
of mmWave communication links [1]–[3]. In [1], extensive
measurements were done for coordinated multi-point trans-
mission at 73 GHz, and showed that simultaneously serving
the user by a number of BSs noticeably improves the network
coverage. This coverage performance gain was also confirmed
by [2] in heterogeneous mmWave cellular networks using
stochastic geometry tools. To overcome the large training
overhead and increase the effective achievable rate in coordi-
nated transmissions, especially for highly-mobile applications,
[3] proposed to use machine learning tools to predict the
beamforming directions at the coordinating BSs from low-
overhead features. Despite the interesting coverage gains of
coordinated transmission shown in [1]–[3], BSs coordination
is associated with high cooperation overhead and difficult
synchronization challenges.
In this paper, we develop a novel solution that enhances
mmWave system reliability in high-mobile applications with-
out requiring the high cooperation overhead of coordinated
transmission. In our strategy, the serving BS uses the sequence
of beams that it used to serve a mobile user over the past period
of time to predict if a hand-off/blockage is going to happen in
the next few moments. This allows that user and its serving
BS to pro-actively hand-over the communication session to
the next BS, which prevents sudden link disconnections due
to blockage, improves the system reliability, and reduces
the latency overhead. To do that, we develop a machine
learning model based on gated recurrent neural networks that
are best suited for dealing with variable-length sequences.
Simulation results showed that the proposed solution predicts
blockages/hand-off with almost 95% success probability and
significantly improves the reliability of mmWave large antenna
array systems.
Notation: We use the following notation: A is a matrix,
a is a vector, a is a scalar, and A is a set. AT , A∗ are the
transpose and Hermitian (conjugate transpose) of A. [a]n is
the nth entry of a. A ◦B is Hadamard product of A and B.
N (m,R) is a complex Gaussian random vector with mean m
and covariance R.
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS
In this section, we describe the adopted mmWave system
and channel models. Consider the communication setup in
Fig. 1, where a mobile user is moving in a trajectory. At
every step in this trajectory, the mobile user gets connected
to one out of N candidate base stations (BSs). For simplicity,
we assume that the mobile user has a single antenna while
the BS is equipped with M antennas. Extending the results
of this paper to the case of multi-antenna users is straight-
forward. Let hn,k denote the M × 1 uplink channel vector
from the user to the nth BS at the kth subcarrier. If the user
is connected to the nth BS, this BS applies a beamforming
vector fn to serve this user. In the downlink transmission, the
received signal at the mobile user on the kth subcarrier can
then be expressed as
yk = h
∗
n,kfns+ v, (1)
where data symbol s ∈ C satisfies E [|s|2] = P , with P the
total transmit power, and v ∼ NC
(
0, σ2
)
is the receive noise at
the mobile user. Due to the high cost and power consumption
of mixed-signal components in mmWave large antenna array
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The final goal of training the model is to find the parameters
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minimize this loss for all training instances.
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Fig. 1. The system model considers one user moving in a trajectory, and is
served by one out of N candidate BSs at every step in the trajectory.
systems, beamforming processing is normally done in the
analog domain using networks of phase shifters [5]. The
constraints on these phase shifters limit the beamforming
vectors to be selected from quantized codebooks. Therefore,
we assume that the BS beamforming vector fn is selected from
a quantized codebook F with size/cardinality |F| = MCB.
The codewords of this codebook are denoted as gm,m =
1, 2, ...,MCB. Further, we assume that the beamforming vector
fn is selected from the codebook F to maximize the received
signal power, i.e., according to the criterion
fn = arg max
gm∈F
∑
k
|h∗n,kgm|2. (2)
We adopt a wideband geometric mmWave channel model
[4] with L clusters. Each cluster `, ` = 1, ..., L is assumed
to contribute with one ray that has a time delay τ` ∈ R, and
azimuth/elevation angles of arrival (AoA) θ`, φ`. Further, let
ρn denote the path-loss between the user and the n-th BS,
and prc(τ) represents a pulse shaping function for TS-spaced
signaling evaluated at τ seconds. With this model, the delay-d
channel between the user and the nth BS follows
hn,d =
√
M
ρn
L∑
`=1
α`p(dTS − τ`)an (θ`, φ`) , (3)
where an (θ`, φ`) is the array response vector of the nth BS
at the AoAs θ`, φ`. Given the delay-d channel in (3), the
frequency domain channel vector at subcarrier k, hk,n, can
be written as
hn,k =
D−1∑
d=0
hd,ne
−j 2pikK d. (4)
Considering a block-fading channel model, {hk,n}Kk=1 are
assumed to stay constant over the channel coherence time,
denoted TC [6] .
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND FORMULATION
Maintaining good link reliability is a key challenge for
mmWave communication systems, especially with mobility.
This is mainly due to the high sensitivity of mmWave signals
to blockages, which can frequency cause link disconnections.
Further, when the link to the current BS is blocked, the
mobile user incurs critical latency overhead to get connected
to another BS. To overcome these challenges, can we predict
that a link blockage is going to happen in the next few
moments? Successful blockage prediction can be very helpful
for mmWave system operation as it allows for proactive hand-
off to the next BS. This proactive hand-off enhances the
system reliability by e suring session continuity and avoids the
latency overhead that results from link disconnection. In this
section, we formulate the mmWave blockage prediction and
proactive hand-off problem that we tackle in the next section.
Beam sequence and hand-off status: To formulate the
problem, we first define two important quantities, namely
the beam sequence and the hand-off status. Due to the user
mobility, the current/serving BS needs to frequently update
its beamforming vector fn ∈ F . The frequency of updating
the beams depends on a number of parameters including the
user speed and the beam width. A good approximation for the
period every which the BS needs to update its beam is the
beam coherence time, TB, which is defined as [6]
TB =
D
vs sin(α)
Θn
2
, (5)
where vs denotes the user speed, D is the distance between
the user and the scatterer/reflector (or the BS in the case of
LOS), α is the angle between the direction of travel and the
direction of the main scatterer/reflector (or the BS in the case
of LOS), and Θn defines the beam-width of the beams used by
BS n. Now, assuming that the current/serving BS n updates its
beamforming vector every beam-coherence time and calling it
a time step, we define f (t)n as the beamforming vector selected
by the nth BS to serve the mobile user in the tth time step,
with t = 1 representing the first time step after the handing-
over to the current BS. With this, we define the beam sequence
of BS n until time step t, denoted Bt as
Bt =
{
f (1)n , f
(2)
n , ..., f
(t)
n
}
. (6)
Further, we define st ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, as the hand-off status
at the tth time step, wit st = n i dicating the user will
will stay connected to the current BS n in the next tim step,
and st 6= n indicating that the mobile user will hand-off to
another BS in the t + 1 time step. It is important to n te
here that predicting a hand-off in the next time step is m re
general that predicting a blockage, as the hand-off can happen
due to a sudden blockage or a better SNR. Therefore, we will
generally adopt the hand-off prediction that implicitly include
link blockage prediction.
In this paper, we will focus on stationary blockages, which
leaves the user mobility as the main factor of the time-varying
behavior in the chann l. To mple th for ulati n, we
leverage the note that the beamforming vector that maximizes
the received signal power, as defined in (2), heavily relies on
the user location and the surrounding environment geometry
(including blockages) [3]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
lem as a prediction of the hand-off status at time t + 1,
i.e., sˆt, given the beam-sequence at time t, Bt. Formally,
3the objective of this paper is to maximize the probability of
successful blockage/hand-off prediction defined as
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this next section, we leverage machine learning tools to
address this problem.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
In this section, we explain our proposed solution that uses
deep learning tools, and more specifically recurrent neural
networks, to efficiently predict hand-off/blockages. First, we
highlight the key idea and system operation before delving
into the exact machine learning modeling in Section IV-B.
A. Main Idea and System Operation
In this subsection, we briefly describe the key idea of
the proposed solution as well as the learning/communications
system operation. We model the problem of predicting hand-
off/blockage as a sequence labeling problem. In summary,
given the sequence of previous beams Bt, the serving BS
predict the most likely base station that the user will connect
with in the next time step. If the predicted base station is
different from the current one, that indicates that a proactive
hand-off needs to happen. As we mentioned in Section III, by
adopting the problem of predicting the hand-off, our system
will also predict link blockages if they are going to happen in
the next time step as they will require a hand-off.
System operation: The proposed learning/communication
system operates in two phases. In the first phase (learning),
the mmWave communication system operates as normal: At
every beam coherence time, the current BS will update its
beamforming vector that serves the user. If the link is blocked,
the user will follow the initial access process to hand-off to
a new BS. During this process, the serving BS will feed the
beam sequence Bt and the hand-off status st at every time step
(beam coherence time) to its machine learning model that will
use it for training. It is important to note here that these beam
sequences have different lengths depending on the speed of
the user, its trajectory, the time period it is spent connected
to this BS, etc. As will be explained shortly, We designed our
deep learning model to carefully handle this variable sequence
length challenge.
After the machine learning model is well-trained, the serv-
ing BS will leverage it to predict if the link to the user will
face a blockage/hand-off in the next time-step. If a hand-
off is predicted, the user and its serving BS will pro-actively
initiate the hand-off process to the next BS to ensure session
continuity and avoid latency problems.
B. Machine Learning Model
Next, we describe the key elements of the proposed machine
learning model which is based on recurrent neural networks.
Input representation: At every time step t, the input to
our deep learning model is the tth beam index in the beam
sequence Bt. Let bt ∈ {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that leverages recurrent neural
networks to predict the hand-off BS in the next time step, sˆt, given the past
beam sequence Bt
Further, we define st 2 {0, 1}, as the hand-off status at the
tth time step, with st = 1 indicating the user will hand-off to
a ot er BS in the t+ 1 time step, and st = 0 indicating that
the mobile user will stay connected to the current BS in the
next time step.
In this paper, we will focus on stationary blockages, which
leaves the user mobility as the main factor of the time-varying
behavior in the channel. To complete the formulation, we
leverage the note that the beamforming vector that maximizes
the receiv d signal power, as defined in (2), heavily relies on
the user location and the surrounding environment geometry
(including blockages) [6]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
lem as a prediction of the hand-off state at time t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given the beam-sequence at time t, Bt. Formally, the objective
of this paper is to maximize the probability of successful
blockage/hand-off prediction defined as
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this next section, we leverage machine learning tools to
address this problem.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Idea nd System Operation
We model the problem of predicting blockage and reconnect
to base stations as a sequence labeling problem. Given a
sequence of beams, predict the most likely base station to
connect with in the next time step. At every time step, our
model has access to the history of beams, and it uses that to
predict the base station. If the predicted base station is different
from the current one, t at indicates a blockage.
XXX note on variable length sequ nce
B. Machine Learning Model
Next, we describe the key elements of the proposed machine
learning model which is based on recurrent neural networks.
Input representation: At every time step t, the input to
our deep learning model is the tth beam index in the beam
sequence Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The main value of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequence processing: The central component of our model
is a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of neural
networks that is best suited for processing variable length
sequnces. GRU is a recursive network that runs at every time
step of the input, and it maintains a hidden state qt which
is a function of the previous state and the current input. In
addition, it has a special gating mechanism that helps with long
sequences. More formally, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the following model equati ns
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (1  zt)   qt 1
+ zt    h (Wqxt +Uq (rt   qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the input vector, qt is th hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gates” that help the model learn from long distance de-
pendencies if needed. The weight matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters that are
learned during the machine learning training phase. Finally,  g
and  h are nonlinear activation functions, the first is sigmoid
and the second is tanh. Using non linear activation functions
allows the model to represent complex non-linear functions.
Output: At every time step t, the model has a hidden
state qt which encompasses what the model learned about
the sequence of beams until time step t, and the next step
is to use qt to predict the most likely base station sˆt for
the next time step. For this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals number of possible base stations,
followed by a softmax activation that normalizes the outputs
into probabilities (they sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final output of the model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf and cf are the weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
length N and outputs the probability that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the next time step t + 1. The softmax(.)n
function is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entropy loss between our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
i
t. (14)
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In this next section, we leverage machine learning tools to
address this problem.
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Input representation: At every time step t, the input to
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tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The main value of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequence processing: The central component of our model
is a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of neural
networks that is best suited for processing variable length
sequnces. GRU is a recursive network that runs at every time
step of the input, and it maintains a hidden state qt which
is a function of the previous state and the current input. In
addition, it has a special gating mechanism that helps with long
sequences. More formally, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the following model equations
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zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
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are ” ates” that help the model learn from long distance de-
pendencies if needed. The weight matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters that are
learned during the machine learning training phase. Finally,  g
and  h are nonlinear activation functions, the first is sigmoid
and the second is tanh. Using non linear activation functions
allows the model to represent complex non-linear functions.
Output: At every time step t, the model has a hidden
state qt which encompasses what the model learned about
the sequence of beams until time step t, and the next step
is to use qt to predict the most likely base station sˆt for
the next time step. For this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals number of possible base stations,
followed by a softmax activation that normalizes the outputs
into probabilities (they sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final output of the model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf and cf are the weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
length N and outputs the probability that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the next time step t + 1. The softmax(.)n
function is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entropy loss between our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
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sit log sˆ
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that leverages recurrent neural
networks to predict the hand-off BS in the next time step, sˆt, given the past
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Further, we define st 2 {0, 1}, as the hand-off status at the
tth time step, with st = 1 indicating the user will hand-off to
another BS in the t+ 1 time step, and st = 0 indicating that
the mobil user will stay connected to the current BS in the
next time step.
In this paper, we will focus on stationary blockages, whic
leaves the user mobility as the main factor of the time-vary ng
behavior in the channel. To complete the formulation, we
leverag the note that the bea forming vector that ximizes
the received signal power, as defined in (2), heavily relies on
the user location and the surrounding environment geometry
(including blockag s) [6]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
lem as a prediction of the hand-off state at time t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given the beam-sequence at time , Bt. For ally, the objective
of this paper is to maximize the probability of successful
blockage/hand-off prediction defined as
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this next section, we leverage machine learning tools to
address this problem.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Idea and System Operation
We model the problem of predicting blockage and reconnect
to base stations as a sequence labeling problem. Given a
sequence of beams, predict the most likely base station to
connect with in t e next time step. At every time step, our
model has access to the history of beams, and it uses that to
predict the base station. If the predicted base station is different
from the current one, that indicat s a blockage.
XXX note on variable length seque ce
B. Machine Learning Model
Next, we describe the key elements of the proposed machine
learning model which is based on recurrent neural networks.
Input representation: At every time step t, the input to
ur deep learning model is t e tth b am i dex in the beam
sequence Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we lear during the training.
The main value of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequence processing: The central component of our model
is a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of neural
networks that is best suited for processing v riable lengt
sequnces. GRU is a recursive network that runs at every time
step of the input, and it maintains a hidden state qt which
is a function of the previous state and the current input. In
addition, it has a special gating mechanism that helps with long
sequences. More formally, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the following model equations
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (   zt)   qt 1
+ zt    h (Wqxt +Uq (rt   qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the input vector, qt is the hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gates” that help the model learn from long distance de-
pendencies if needed. The weight matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters that are
learned during the machine learning training phase. Finally,  g
and  h are nonlinear activ tion functions, the first is sigmoid
and the second is tanh. Using non linear activation functions
allows the model to represent complex non-linear functions.
Output: At every time step t, the model has a hidden
state qt which encompasses what the model learned about
the sequence of beams until time step t, and the next step
is to use qt to predict the most likely base station sˆt for
the next time step. For this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals number of possible base stations,
followed by a softmax activation that normalizes the outputs
into probabilities (they sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final output of the model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf and cf are the weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
length N and outputs the probability that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the next time step t + 1. The softmax(.)n
function is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: Th training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entropy loss between our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all tim steps. Th cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as foll ws:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that leverages recurrent neural
networks to predict the hand-off BS in the next time step, sˆt, given the past
beam sequence Bt
Further, we define st 2 {0, 1}, as the hand-off status at the
tth time step, with st = 1 indicating the user will ha d-off to
another BS in the t+ 1 time step, and st = 0 indicating that
the mob le user will stay connected to the current BS in the
next time s ep.
In this paper, we will focus on stationary blockages, which
leaves the user mobility as the main factor of the time-varying
behavior in the channel. To c mplete the formulation, we
leverage the note that the beamforming vector that maximizes
the received signal power, as defined in (2), heavily relies on
the user location and the surrounding environment geometry
(including blockages) [6]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
lem as a prediction of the hand-off state at time t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given the beam-sequence at time t, Bt. F rmally, the objective
of this paper is to maximize the probability of successful
blockage/ha d-off prediction defined as
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this next ect on, we l verage machine learning tools to
address this problem.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Idea and System Operation
We model the problem of predicting blockage and reconnect
to base stations as a sequence labeling problem. Given a
sequence of beams, predict the most likely base station to
connect with in the next time step. At every time step, our
model as access to the history of beams, and it uses that to
predict the base station. If the predicted base station is different
from the current one, that indicates a blockage.
XXX ote on vari ble length sequence
B. Machine Learning Model
Next, we describe the key elements of the proposed machine
learning model which is based on recurrent neural networks.
Input representation: At every time step t, the input to
our deep learning model is the tth beam index in the beam
sequence Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The main value of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequence processing: The central component of our model
is a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a f rm of neural
networks that is best suited for processing variable length
sequnces. GRU is a recursive network that runs at every time
step of the inp t, and it maintains a hidde state qt which
is a function of the previous state and the current input. In
add tion, it has a special gating mechanism that helps with long
sequences. More formally, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the following model equations
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (1  zt   qt 1
+ zt    h (Wqxt +Uq (rt   qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the input vector, qt is the hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gates” that help the model learn from long distance de-
pendencies if needed. The weight matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters that are
learned during he machine learning training phase. Finally, g
a d  h are nonlinear activation functions, the first is sigmoid
and the second is tanh. Using non linear activation functions
allows the model to represent complex no -linear functions.
Output: At every time step t, the model has a hidd n
state qt which encompas es what the model learned abou
the sequence of beams until ti step t, and the next step
is to use qt to predict the most likely base tation sˆt for
the next time step. For this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals number of possible base stations,
followed by a softmax ctivation that normalizes the outputs
i to probabilities (they sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final output of the mod l) can then be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf and cf are the weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
length N and outputs the probability that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the next tim step t + 1. The softmax(.)n
f nction is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
T aining: The training objective in our supervised le r ing
model is inimizing the cross entropy loss betw en our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the followi g time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follo s:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
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st log sˆ
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that leverages recurrent neural
networks to predict the hand-off BS in the next time step, sˆt, given the past
beam sequence Bt
Further, we define st 2 {0, 1}, as the hand- f status a the
tt tim st p, with st = indicating the user will hand-off to
another BS in the t+ 1 t me step, and st = 0 indica ing that
the mobile user will stay con ected to the curr nt BS in the
next time step.
In this paper, we will focus on stationary blockages, which
leaves the user mobility as the main factor of the time-varying
behavior in the channel. To co plete the formulation, we
leverage the note that the be mforming vector that max izes
the received signal power, as defined in (2), heavily relies on
the user location and the surrounding environment geometry
(including blockages) [6]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
lem as a prediction of the hand-off state at ti e t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given th beam-s quence at time t, Bt. Formally, the objective
of this pa er is to maximize the probability of uccessful
blockage/hand-off predic ion defined a
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this next section, we leverage machine learning tools t
address this p oblem.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Idea and System Operation
We model the problem of predicting blockage and reconnect
to base stations as a sequence lab ing problem. Given a
sequence of beams, predict the most likely base station to
connect with in the next time step. At every time step, our
model has access to the history of beams, a d it uses that to
predict the base station. If the predicted base station is different
from the current one, that indicates a blockage.
XXX note on variable length sequence
B. Machine Learni M del
Next, we desc ibe the key elements of the proposed machine
learning model which is based on recurr nt neural networks.
Input representation: At every time step t, the input t
our deep learning model is he tth beam index in the beam
sequence Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} d note the index of the
tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The main value of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequence processing: The central component of our model
s a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of neural
networks that is b st suited for processing variable length
s qunces. GRU is a recursive network that runs t every time
step of the input, and it maintains a hidden state qt which
is a function of the previous state and the current input. In
addition, it has a sp cial gating mechanism that helps with long
sequences. More formally, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the following model equations
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (1  zt)   qt 1
+ zt     (Wqxt +Uq (rt   qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the input vector, qt is the hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gates” that help he model learn from long distance de-
pendencies if needed. The weight matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters that are
learned during the machine learning training phase. Finally,  g
and  h are nonlinear activation functions, the first is sigmoid
and the second is tanh. Using non linear activation functions
allows the el to represent complex non-li ear functions.
Output: At every time step t, the model has a hidden
state qt which encomp sses what th model learned about
the sequence of beams un il time step t, and the next step
is to use q to predict the most likely ba e station sˆt for
he next time step. For this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals n mber of possible base stations,
followed by a softmax ctivation that normalizes the outputs
into probabilities (th y sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final out ut of t model) can then be expr ssed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf and cf ar the weights and biases of the fully-
con ected l yer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
l ngth N and ou puts the rob bility that he nth BS is going
to be th BS f the next time step t + 1. The softmax(.)n
function is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1
ad
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entropy loss between our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
i. (14)
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that leverages recurrent eural
networks to predict the hand-off BS in the next time step, sˆt, given the past
beam sequence Bt
Further, we define st 2 {0, 1}, as the hand-off status at the
tth time step, with st = 1 indicating the user will hand-off to
anothe BS in the t+ 1 time step, and st = 0 indicating that
the mobile user will ay connected to the current BS in the
next time step.
In this paper, we will focus on stationary blockages, which
leaves the s r mobility as the main factor of the time-varying
behavior in the channel. To complete the formulation, we
l verage the n te that the beamforming vector that maximizes
the received signal powe , as d fined in (2), heavily relies on
t e us r location and the surr undin e vironment geometry
(including blockages) [6]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
em as a p ediction of the hand-off state at time t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given the beam-sequence at time t, Bt. Formally, the objective
of this paper is to maximiz the probability of successful
blockage/hand-off prediction defined as
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this next section, w leverage mac ine learning tools to
address this problem.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Idea and System Operation
We model the problem of predicting blockage and reconnect
to base stati ns as a sequence labeling problem. Give a
equenc of beams, predict the most likely base station to
connect with in the next time step. At every time step, our
model has access to the history of beams, and it uses that to
predict the base station. If the predicted base station is different
from the curren one, that indicates a blockage.
XXX note on variable length sequence
B. Machine Learning Model
Next, we escribe the key elements of the proposed machine
learning model which is based on recurrent neural networks.
Input representation: At every time step t, the input to
our deep learning model is the tth beam index in the beam
sequence Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The main value of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequence processing: The central component of our model
is a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of neural
networks that is best suited for processing variable length
sequnces. GRU is a recursive network that runs at every time
step of the input, a d it mai tains a hidden state qt which
is a fun tion of the previous state and the current input. In
addition, it has a special gat ng mechanism that helps with long
sequ nces. More form lly, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the f llowing model equations
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (1  zt)   qt 1
+ zt  h (Wqxt +Uq (rt   qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the input vector, qt is the hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gates” that help the model learn from long distance de-
endenci s if ne ded. The weight ma rices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters that are
learned during th machine learni g training phase. Finally,  g
and  h are nonl near ac ivation functions, the first is sigmoid
and the second is tanh. Using non linear activation functions
allows the model to represe t complex non-linear functions.
Output: At every time step t, the model has a hidden
state qt which encompass s what the model learned about
the sequence of beams until time step t, and the next step
is to use qt to predict the most likely base station sˆt for
the next time step. Fo this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals number of possible base stations,
followed by a softmax activation that normalizes the outputs
into probabilities (they sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final output of t model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf a d cf are t e weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
length N and outputs the probability that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the next time step t + 1. The softmax(.)n
function is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entropy loss between our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at very time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
i
t. (14)
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that leverages recurrent neural
networks to predict the hand-off BS in the next time step, sˆt, given the past
beam sequence Bt
Further, we define st 2 {0, 1}, as the hand-off status at the
tth tim st p, with st = 1 indicating the u er will hand-off to
another BS in the t+ 1 time step, and st = 0 indicating that
the mobil user w ll stay con ected to the urrent BS in the
next time step.
In this paper, we will focus on stati nary blockag s, which
leaves the user mobility as the main factor of the time-varying
behavior in the channel. To complete the formulation, we
leverage the note that the beamforming vector that maximizes
the received signal power, as defined in (2), heavily relies on
the user location and the surrounding environment geometry
(inclu ing blockages) [6]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
lem as a prediction of t e hand-off state at time t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given the beam-sequence at time t, Bt. For ally, the objective
of this paper is to maximize the probability of successful
blockage/hand-off prediction defined as
P [sˆt = t | t ] . (7)
In this next section, we leverage machine learning tools to
address this problem.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. M in I ea and Syst m Operation
We model th pr blem of predicting blockag a d reconnect
to base st tions as a s quence labeling problem. Given a
s quenc of beams, predict the most likely base station to
connect with in the n xt time step. At every time step, our
model has access to the history of beams, and it uses that to
predict the base statio . If the predicted base station is different
from the current on , that indicat s lockage.
XXX note on variabl length sequenc
B. Mac ine Learning Model
Next, we describe the k y elem nts of the propos d machine
learning model which is based on recurr nt neural networks.
Input representation: At every time step t, the input to
our deep learning model is the tth beam index in the beam
sequence Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup ta le we learn during the tra ning.
The main alue of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequence process ng: The ce tral omponent of our model
is a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of neural
networks th t is b st suited for processing variable l gth
sequnces. GRU i recursive network that runs at every time
step of the input, it maintains a hidden state qt which
is a func ion of the previous state and the current input. In
addition, it has a special gating mechanism that helps with long
sequences. More forma ly, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the following model equations
rt =  g ( rxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (1  zt)   qt 1
+ zt    h (Wqxt +Uq (rt   qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the input vector, qt is the hidde state, rt and zt
are ”gates” that help the m d l learn from long distance de-
pendenci s if nee . Th weight atrices Wr, z,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters that are
learned during the machine learning training phase. Fin lly,  g
and  h are nonlinear activation functi ns, the first is ig oid
and the second is tanh. Using non linear ctivation unctions
allows the model to represent complex non-line r funct s.
Ou put: At every time step t, the model has a hidden
state qt which ncompasses what the model l arn d about
the sequence of beams until time step t, and the next step
is to use qt to predict the most likely base station sˆt for
th next time step. For this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals number of possible base stations,
f llowed by a softmax activation that normalizes the outputs
into probabilities (they sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final output of the model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
soft ax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf and cf are the weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
length N and outputs the probabili y that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the n xt time step t + 1. The oftmax(.)n
function is defined as f llows:
softm x(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entropy loss between our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
i
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that le erages recurrent neural
networks to predict the hand-off BS in the next time step, sˆt, given the pa t
beam sequence Bt
Further, we define st 2 {0, 1}, as the hand-off s atus at the
tth tim step, with t = 1 indic ting t us r w l hand-off to
anoth r BS in the t+ 1 time step, and = 0 indicating that
th mobile u er will stay conn cted to t e current BS in the
next time step.
In this paper, we will focus on stationary blockages, which
l aves the user mobility as the main factor f the time-varying
behavior in the channel. To complet the formulatio , we
leverage th note that the beamforming vector that maximiz s
the received signal power, s defined in (2), heavily relies on
th user locati n and the surrounding envi onme t geometry
(inc uding blockages) [6]. Therefo e, we formulate the prob-
lem as a prediction of the hand-off state at ti e t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given the beam-sequence at time t, Bt. For ally, the bjective
of this paper is ximize the pro ability of successful
blockage/hand-of iction defined as
[sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this next section, we leverage m c ine learni g tools to
addre s this problem.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Idea and Sys em Op ration
We model the problem of predicting blockage and rec nect
to base stations as a sequence labeling problem. Giv n a
sequence of beams, pr dict the most likely base station to
con ect with in the n xt time step. At ev ry time step, ur
model has acc s to the history f be ms, and t uses that to
predict the base station. If th predicted base statio is diff rent
from the current on , that indicates a blockage.
XXX ote on variable length sequenc
B. Machine Learning Model
Next, w describe th ke elements of t proposed machine
learning model which is based on recurrent neural networks.
Input representation: At very time st p t, th input to
our deep learni g model is the tth beam index in the beam
sequence Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a v ctor xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The main value of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequence rocessing: The central compone t of our model
is a Gat d Rec rrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of eural
networks that s best suited for processing vari ble leng
s qunces. GRU is a recursive network that ru s at every time
step of the input, and it maint ins a hidden state qt which
is a function of the p evious state and the current i put. In
add tion, it has a special gating mechanism that helps with long
sequences. More formally, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. , and is described by the following model equations
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (1 zt)   qt 1
+ zt    h (Wqxt +Uq (rt   qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the input vector, qt is he hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gates” that help t e model learn from lo g dista ce de-
pendencies if needed. The weight matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters th t are
learned during the machine learning training phase. Finally,  g
and  h ar nonlinear a tivation functions, the first is sigmoid
and s cond i tanh. Using non linear activation fu ctions
allows the model to repr sent complex n -linear function .
Output: At ever time step t, the model has a hidden
state qt which encompasses what the model learned ab ut
the sequenc of beams until time step t, and the next step
is to use qt to predict the ost likely base station sˆt for
the n xt im step. For this, we use a fully con cted layer
with output siz N equals numb r of possible base stati ns,
foll wed by a softmax activ tion t at normalizes he outputs
into probabilities (th y s m up to 1). The predict d and-off
BS (the final output of the mod l) can th n be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (1 )
where Wf and cf r th weights and biases of the fully-
conn cted layer. The softmax(.) fu ction takes a vector of
l ng h N and outputs the probabili y that the nth S is going
t be the BS o the next time step t + 1. The softmax(.)n
fun tion is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entropy loss between our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at ev ry time step t then sum
over all time step . The cross en ropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
i
t. (14)
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networks to predict the hand-off BS in the next time step, sˆt, given the past
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Further, we d fine st 2 {0, 1}, as t hand-off status at t e
tth time step, with st = 1 indi ati g the us r will hand- ff to
another BS in the t+ 1 time step, and st = 0 indicating that
the mobile user will stay connected to the current BS in the
next time s ep.
In this paper, we will focus on stationary blockages, which
leaves the user mobility as the main fact r of the time-varying
behavior in the hannel. To complete the f r ulation, we
leverage the note that th beamforming vector that maximizes
the received signal power, as efined n (2), heavily relies on
the user location and the surrounding environment geometry
(including blockages) [6]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
lem as prediction of the hand-off state at time t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given the beam-sequence at time t, Bt. For ally, th bjective
of this paper is to maxi ize the probability of successful
block g /hand-off prediction defin d as
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this next section, we leverage machine learning tools to
address this probl m.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Idea and System Operation
We model the problem f predicting blockage nd reconnect
to b se stations as a sequenc lab ling probl . Given a
sequence of beams, pr dict the most likely base station to
connect with in the next time step. At every time step, our
model has access to the history of beams, and it uses that to
predict the base station. If the predicted base station is different
from the curre t one, that indicates a block g .
XXX ote on v ri ble length sequ ce
B. Machine Learning Model
Next, we describe the key elements of the propo d machine
learning model which is based on recurrent neural networks.
Input represen ation: At every time step t, the input to
our de p learning model is the tth be m index in the beam
sequence B . Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
tth beam in x, then our model starts with an embedding layer
th t maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = embd ( t) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The main value of this layer is to ... XXX.
Sequ nce processi g: The central component of our model
is a Gated R curr Unit (GRU) [7] — form of neural
n tworks that is best suited for proces ing variabl le gth
sequnces. GRU is a re ur ive network that runs at every time
step of the input, and it maintains a hidden state qt which
is a function of the previous state and the current input. In
additio , it has a special gating m chanism that helps with long
sequences. Mor formally, GRU is implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the following mo el equatio s
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (1 z )   qt 1
zt    h (Wqxt +Uq (rt qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is t input vector, qt is the hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gates” that help the model l a n from long distance de-
pendencies if needed. The weight matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
d th bias vectors cr, cz, q ar model para et rs that are
l arn d during the machi e lear ing training phase. Finally,  g
and   are nonlin ar activatio functions, the first is sigmoid
and t e second i tanh. Using non lin r activation functions
allows the m del to represent complex on-linear functions.
Output: A ev ry t me st p t, the model has a hidden
state qt which encompasses what the model learned about
the s quence of b ams until t me step t, and the next step
is to us qt to predict the most likely base station sˆt for
the n xt time st p. Fo this, we use fully conn cted layer
wi h outpu size N equals number of possible base stations,
followed by a softmax activation that normalizes the outputs
into probabilities (they sum up t 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (t e final output of the model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf and cf are the weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
l ngth N and outputs the probability that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the next time tep t + 1. Th softmax(.)n
function is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is min mizing the cros entropy loss between our model
prediction sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
i
t. (14)
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that leverages recurrent neural
networks to predict the hand-off BS in the xt time step, sˆt, given the past
beam sequence Bt
Further, we define st 2 {0, 1}, as the hand-off status at the
tth time step, with st = 1 indicating the user will hand-off to
another BS in the t+ 1 time step, and st = 0 ind ating that
the mo ile user will stay connected to the current BS in the
next ime step.
In is pap r, we will focus on stationary blockages, which
leaves the user mobility s the main f ctor of the time-varying
behavior in the channel. T complete the formulation, w
leve age the not that the b amforming vector that maximizes
the received signal power, as d fi ed in (2), heavily r lies on
the user location and the surrounding nvironment geom try
(including blockages [6]. Therefore, we formulate the prob-
lem as a prediction of the hand-off state t time t+1, i.e., sˆt,
given the beam-sequen e at ime t, Bt. Formally, the obj ctive
of this paper is to maximiz th probability of succ ssful
blockage/hand-off prediction defined as
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
In this ext s ction, we lever ge machine learning tools to
address this problem.
IV. DEEP LE RNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Idea and Syst m Op ration
We mod l the prob em of predicti g blockage and reco nect
to base stations as a sequence labeling problem. Giv n a
sequence of beams, predict the most likely base station to
connect with in the next time step. At every time step, our
model has access to the history f beams, and it uses that to
predict th base station. If the predicted base station is differe t
from the current one, t at indicates a blockage.
XXX note on variable length sequence
B. M c ine Le rning Mod l
N xt, w descri e the key elements of the proposed m chine
l a ning model whic is based on r urrent neural networks.
I put repr sentation: At every time step t, the input to
our deep learning model is the tt beam index in the beam
sequenc Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of the
tth beam index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that maps every beam index bt to a vector xt.
xt = e bd (bt) (8)
where embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The mai value of this l yer is to ... XXX.
Sequence processing: The central component of our model
is a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of neural
networks t at is best suit d f r processing variabl length
seq ces. GRU is a recursive netw k hat runs at every time
step of the input, and it maintains a hidden state qt which
is a function of the previous state and the current input. In
addition, it has a special ga ing m chanism th t h lps with long
sequences. More formally, GRU is implemented as depicted
Fig. 2, and is described by the f llowing model equations
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + c ) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz (10)
= (1 t)   qt 1
+ zt     (Wqxt +Uq ( t   qt 1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the i put vector, qt is th hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gat s” that help t e model learn from long distance de-
pendencies if needed. The wei h matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
an the bi s v c ors cr, cz, cq are model parameter that are
learned during the achine learning training phase. Finally,  g
and  h are nonlinear activa ion func ions, he first is sigmoid
and he second is ta h. Using no line tivation functions
allows the model to repr se t c mplex no -linea fu ctions.
Output: At ev ry time step t, the model has a hidden
s e qt which ncompasses what the model learned about
the sequ nc of bea s un il time tep t, and the next step
is to se qt to predict the ost likely station sˆt for
the next time step. For his, we use fully connected layer
with output size N equals n mber of possible base stations,
followed by a s ftmax activa ion that orm lizes the outputs
into probabilities (they sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final utput of the model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = rgmax
n2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf a d cf are the weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
length N and outputs the pr bability that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the next time st p t + 1. The softmax(.)n
function is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entr py loss between our model
predictions tˆ and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time step . The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
i
t. (14)
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep learning model that leverages recurrent neu al
networks to pr dict the ha d-off BS in he next time step, sˆt, given the past
beam sequence Bt
Further, e d fine st 2 {0, 1}, as the h nd-off status at th
tth ti e step, ith st = 1 ind cating the user will and-off o
another BS in the t+ 1 time tep, and st = 0 indicating that
th mobile u er will stay c nected to he current BS in the
next time step.
In this pap r, we will f cus on station ry blockages, which
leaves the user m bility as th main factor of the time-varyi g
behavior in t e cha nel. To c mplete th formulation, we
leverage th note that the beamforming vector that maximizes
t e received sig al pow r, as defin d i (2), h avily reli s on
e user location and t surround ng en ironme t g ometry
(including blockages) [6]. Therefore, we formulate th prob-
lem as a pr diction of th hand- ff state at time t+1, i.e., sˆt,
iven the beam-s que ce at tim t, Bt. For ally, the bj ctive
of this paper is to maximize the probabili y of succe sful
blockage/hand-off prediction defined as
P [sˆt = st |Bt ] . (7)
I this next section, we leverage machine learni g tools to
address this probl m.
IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED PROACTIVE HAND-OFF
A. Main Id a nd Syst m Op ration
We mod l the problem of predicting blockag an reconne t
t base stations as a sequence labeling pr blem. Given a
sequence of beams, predict the most likely bas st tio to
co nect wit in the next tim st p. At every me step, ur
model has a cess to the history of beams, and it uses that to
pre i t the base station. If the predicted base tation is different
from th curr nt one, that indicat s a blockage.
XXX n te on var able l ngth sequence
B. Machine Learning Model
Next, we d scribe t key elements of the proposed machine
learning model which is bas d on recurrent neural networks.
Input representation: At very time step t, the i put t
our de lear ing model is the tth b am ndex in the be m
sequence Bt. Let bt 2 {1, 2, ...,MCB} denote the index of e
tth b index, then our model starts with an embedding layer
that aps every b am in ex t to a vector xt.
xt = embd (bt) (8)
wh re embd is a lookup table we learn during the training.
The main value of this ayer is to ... XXX.
S quence processing: The cent al component of our model
s a Ga ed Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form of neural
ne works that is best suited for processing variable length
sequnces. GRU is a recursive network that runs at every time
step of the input, and it maintains a hidden state qt which
is a functi of t previous state and the current input. In
additio , it has a specia g ting mechanism that helps with long
sequences. More fo mally, GRU s implemented as depicted
in Fig. 2, and is described by the following model equations
rt =  g (Wrxt +Urqt 1 + cr) (9)
zt =  g (Wzxt +Uzqt 1 + cz) (10)
qt = (1  zt   qt 1
+ zt    h (Wqxt +Uq (rt   t 1) + cq) , (11)
w re xt is he input vector, qt is the hidden state, rt and zt
are ”g tes” that help the mod l le rn from long distance de-
pendencies if eeded. The weight atr ces Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vecto s cr, cz, cq are model param ters that are
learn d during th ma hine learning training phase. Finally,  g
and  h r nonlinear activation functio s, the first is sigmoid
and the second is tan . Using non linear activation functions
llows the model to r pres nt complex non-linear fu ctions.
Outpu : At every ime st p t, the mod l has a hidde
state qt wh ch encompasses what th model l arn d about
the sequence of b ams u til time st p t, a d the next step
is to us qt to predict the most likely base station sˆt for
the xt im s ep. For this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals number of possibl base stations,
followed by a sof max activation that nor alizes the output
nt probabiliti s (they sum up t 1). The pr dicted h nd-off
BS (the final output of the model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = argmax
2{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where f and cf are the w ights and biase of the fully-
co nected layer. Th s ft ax(.)n function tak s a vector of
l ngth N and output the probability hat the nth BS is going
to be the BS f he ex time s ep t + 1. The s ftmax(.)n
function i fined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
eanPN
d=1 e
ad
. (13)
Training: Th training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entro y loss betw en our model
predictions sˆ a d the actual base station of th foll wing time
step st. W comp t this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entro y loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) =  
X
i
sit log sˆ
i
t. (14)
 q(.)
4
The final g al of tr ining th mo el is to find the parameters
bd,Wr,Wz,Wh,Ur,Uz,Uh,Wf , cr, cz, ch, cf that
minimize this loss for all t aining i stances.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
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Fig. 2. The proposed deep lear ing odel that leverage recurrent neural
etworks o predict t hand-off BS in the next time tep, sˆt, given the past
b am sequence Bt
th beam index, hen our mod l starts with an e be i g layer
that maps every beam ind x bt to a vector x .
xt = d (b ) (8)
here embd is a lo kup tabl w le rn during h r ini g.
S que ce processing: The central component f r model
is a Gated Rec rrent Unit (GRU) [7] — a form neural
n tworks that is best suited for processing ariable length
sequ ces. GRU is a recursive n twork that runs at very time
step of the input, and it maintai s a hidde state qt which
is a function f t e pr ious st and th curr t input. In
addition, it has a special gating m chanism t at hel s with long
sequ nces. More formally, GRU is im lemented a depicted
in F g. 2, and is described by the following model equations
rt = σg (Wrxt +Urqt−1 + cr) (9)
zt = σg (Wz t +Uzqt−1 cz) (10)
qt = (1− zt) ◦ qt−1
+ z ◦ σq (Wqxt +Uq (rt ◦ qt−1) + cq) , (11)
where xt is the in ut vector, q is t e hidden state, rt and zt
are ”gates” at h lp the model learn from long distance de-
pendencies if needed. The weight matrices Wr, Wz,Ur,Uz
and the bias vectors cr, cz, cq are model parameters that are
learned during the machine learning training phase. Finally, σg
and σq are nonlinear activation functions, the first is sigmoid
and the second is tanh. Using non linear activation functions
allows the model to represent complex non-linear functions.
Output: At every time step t, the model has a hidden
state qt which encompasses what the model learned about
the sequence of beams until time step t, and the next step
is to use qt to predict the most likely base station sˆt for
the next time step. For this, we use a fully connected layer
with output size N equals number of possible base stations,
followed by a softmax activation that normalizes the outputs
into probabilities (they sum up to 1). The predicted hand-off
BS (the final output of the model) can then be expressed as
sˆt = arg max
n∈{1,2,...,N}
softmax (Wfqt + cf)n (12)
where Wf and cf are the weights and biases of the fully-
connected layer. The softmax(.)n function takes a vector of
4BS 1
BS 2
Blockage 
Candidate User 
Trajectories
Fig. 3. This figure illustrates the considered simulation setup where two
candidate BSs, each has ULA, serve one vehicle moving in a street.
length N and outputs the probability that the nth BS is going
to be the BS of the next time step t + 1. The softmax(.)n
function is defined as follows:
softmax(a)n =
e[a]n∑N
d=1 e
[a]d
. (13)
Training: The training objective in our supervised learning
model is minimizing the cross entropy loss between our model
predictions sˆt and the actual base station of the following time
step st. We compute this loss at every time step t then sum
over all time steps. The cross entropy loss at every time step
t is computed as follows:
loss(sˆt, st) = −
∑
i
[p]i,t log [pˆ]i,t. (14)
where the reference prediction vector p has 1 in the entry
corresponding to the index of the correct BS in st, and zero
otherwise. Further, the model prediction vector pˆ has the dth
entry equals to softmax(a)d,∀d.
The final goal of training the model is to find the parameters
embd,Wr,Wz,Wh,Ur,Uz,Uh,Wf , cr, cz, ch, cf that
minimize this loss for all training instances.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
deep-learning based proactive hand-off solution.
Simulation setup: We adopt the mmWave system and
channel models in Section II, with two candidate BSs to
serve one vehicle/mobile user moving in a street, as de-
picted in Fig. 3. To generate realistic data for the channel
parameters (AoAs/delay/etc.), we use the commercial ray-
tracing simulator, Wireless InSite [8], which is widely used
in mmWave research [6], [9], and is verified with channel
measurements [9]. Each BS is installed on one lamp post at
height 4 m, and employs a 32-element uniform linear array
(ULA) facing the street. The mobile user is moving in straight-
line trajectories in the street, that can be any where of the
street width, and with maximum trajectory length of 160
m. The trajectory starting point in randomly selected from
the first 40m of the street, and the user speed is randomly
selected from {8, 16, 24, 32, 40} km/hr. The BS selects its
beamforming vector from a uniformly quantized beamsteering
codebook with an oversampling factor of 4, i.e. the codebook
size is MCB = 128. At every beam coherence time, the BS
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Fig. 4. This figure shows that the proposed deep-learning proactive hand-off
solution successfully predicts blockages/hand-off with high probabilities when
the machine learning model is well-trained.
beamforming vector is updated to maximize the receive SNR
at the user. During the uplink training, the MS is assumed to
use 30dBm transmit power, and the noise variance corresponds
to 1GHz system bandwidth. The system is assumed to operate
at 60GHz carrier frequency.
We consider the deep learning model described in Sec-
tion IV-B. The neural network model has an embedding that
outputs vectors of length 20 to the GRU unit, with maximum
sequence length of 454. Since we have only 2 BSs in out
experiment, the fully-connected layer has only two outputs
that go to the softmax function. We use the Adam optimizer
[10]. In the deep learning experimental work, we used the
Keras libraries [11] with a TensorFlow backend.
Hand-off/Blockage prediction: To evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed deep-learning based proactive hand-
off solution, Fig. 4 plots the blockage/hand-off successful
prediction probability, defined in (7), versus the training size.
Fig. 4 shows that with sufficient dataset size (larger than 12
thousand samples), the machine learning model successfully
predicts the hand-off with more than 90% probability, given
only the sequence of past beams Bt. This illustrates the
potential of the proposed solution in enhancing the reliability
of next-generation mmWave systems.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel solution for the reliability
and latency problem in mobile mmWave systems. Our solution
leveraged deep learning tools to efficiently predict blockage
and the need for hand-off. This allows the mobile user to
proactively hand-off to the next BS without disconnecting the
session or suffering from high latency overhead due to sudden
link disconnections. The simulation results showed that the
developed proactive hand-off strategy can successfully predicts
blockage/hand-off with high probability when the machine
learning model is trained with reasonable dataset sizes. In the
future, it is interesting to extend the developed solution to
multi-user systems and account for mobile blockages.
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